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Key Data Protection Trends
Application / data recovery - data availability
DR - recovering from a minor to major data loss
BCP - reducing the risk to the business, employees, market perception
Application / Data reuse - utilise for new routes to market
Cyber resiliency - recover the business from a compromised attack
Why Modernise Backup?
Simple / SLA management
Multi-cloud enablement
Enhanced business agility
Improved performance
Lower costs
Data management / operational recovery - modernise and expanded use cases with
instant data access, instant recovery leveraging snapshots
Backup - traditional backup / recovery using streaming backups
Archive - long-term data retention / compliance, corporate governance

SPP 10.1.3
Supports
- VMware and Hyper-V
- MS SQL, Oracle, DB2, MongoDB, MS Exchange Server (all on physical / virtual
systems)
Primary data reuse use cases
- Data Protection / recovery
- Test / Dev, DevOps, Reporting, Analytics, etc.

What’s New in 10.1.3?
- Application Support
-- MongoDB - 3.6 / 4.0 - Community and Enterprise
-- MS Exchange Server - 2013 CU2, 2016, 2019 - includes item-level restores
- Optimised offload to Spectrum Protect
- Off-load to Object storage - IBM COS, IBM COS Worm, Amazon S3, Microsoft
Azure
- High Availability of the SPP server for both VMware and Hyper-V implementations
- Enhanced RESTful APIs - faster time to value around reporting / analytics
SPP Data Reuse Use Cases
- fully automated recoveries
- DR
- DevOps
- Reporting
- Analytics
- Patch Management
Who Cares and Why

IBM New Protection / Reuse Attributes
Agentless & Efficient
- VM APIs for agent less deployment
- Incremental forever, compression and dedupe built in
Simple, Easy, Modern UI
- recovery-driven simple management
- Easy to use, new UX
- SLA, SLO based
Instant Data Recovery
- data snapshots stored in native format
- instant recovery from multiple recovery points
Data Catalog
- scalable MongoDB Google-like search interface

- Find data quickly
*IBM SPP Technical Overview
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IBM SPP - Key Design Principles

vSNAP Storage Server
- IBM SPP requires at least one vSNAP server
- serves as the primary backup destination
- One vSNAP server with the name vSNAP-Default is automatically installed

- The default vSNAP server resides on a partition of the Protect Plus virtual
appliance
- Additional vSNAP servers can be deployed for larger environments with multiple
sites
Target customer - anyone using virtualisation (VMware and Hyper-V), mid-market,
enterprise
IBM SPP Blueprints
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/wikis/home?lang=en#!/wiki/
Tivoli%20Storage%20Manager/page/
IBM%20Spectrum%20Protect%20Plus%20Blueprints
Minimum license you can buy is 10 VMs
You can also license by target capacity (effective capacity including retention, not
RAW)
Replication for DR
- data ingested to local vSNAP repository
- data asynchronously replicated to remote repository
- protects your backup repository
Offload to Object Storage
- IBM COS
- IBM COS Worm
- Amazon S3
- Azure Blob
Spectrum Protect Plus - Offload to Object Storage
- Offload to on-premises object storage
-- IBM COS and IBM COS WORM
- Offload to cloud-based object storage
-- IBM COS, IBM COS WORM, Amazon S3, and Azure Blob
- Offloads from primary or replicated vSnap copy
- Leverages incremental forever - only needs to offload the changed data
- Unified data protection policy full managed by SPP
- Retention in cloud controlled by SPP, can match vSnap, or have a separate
retention
- Instantly mountable copies from offloaded backup
- Supported for all SPP workloads including VMs and databases
SPP Catalog Backup
- Part of your daily maintenance tasks includes protecting the catalog
- Create a policy for catalog backup
- Manage Protection > Spectrum Protect Plus > Backup
-- When you select a policy for catalog backup, it adds the name catalog to the job
name
-- Select Secondary for the Target Site in the SLA Policy (you cannot use the
onboard vSnap for catalog backup)
-- Consider the restore points that might be needed when creating policy

